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THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
What is the C.A. Y.C.?
The Canadian Association for Young Children (C.A. Y.C.) grew out of the
Council for Childhood Education and became officially recognized in 1974 by
the granting of a Federal Charter. It is the only national Association specifically
concerned with the well-being of children of pre-school and elementary school
age. Members of the Association are from Canada, the U.S.A. and elsewhere ..
They include teachers, administrators, parents, students and other interested
persons from a variety of professional disciplines who wish to share ideas and 
participate in activities related to the education and welfare of young children.

THE AIMS OF THE CANADIANASSOCIATION FOR YOUNG CHILDREN - To work for the development and well-being of children. - To foster desirable conditions, programmes and practices to meet the needs of
children. 

- To encourage continuous professional growth in accordance with knowledge
of child development. 

- To bring into active co-operation all groups concerned with children and child
development. 

- To disseminate information on child development. - To promote the co-ordination of all organizations in Canada concerned with
the welfare of children. 

Implementing the Aims of C.A. Y.C.
I . The Annual Conference/Symposium

The Annual Conference/Symposium is a highlight of the C.A. Y.C. year. It is
hosted in cities across Canada and usually lasts for three days. The program
includes workshops, discussion groups, displays, demonstrations. school visits,
tours, lectures by internationally renowned authorities on children as well as
social events and opportunities to share common interests. 2. Provincial and Local Meetings
Provincial and local meetings are organized by representatives of C.A. Y.C.
and by affiliated groups. These meetings may take the form of workshops,
lectures and discussion groups. 

3. The Journal/The Newsletter
Trends in early childhood education and child rearing practices are considered
and articles are· presented in The Journal. It 1s published twice yearly. in May 
and November. In The Newsletter topics of local and national interest are 
shared with members. 

4. Childfilm Festival
A Childfilm Festival is organized to coincide with the Annual Conference.
Awards are made at the Conference. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF C.A. Y.C. 

Our focus on multicultural issues in this Journal reflects not only the multicultural 
nature of Canada but also the essence and strength of C.A.Y.C. memberships. 
We represent many cultures and ethnic groups and demonstrate the value of a 
multicultural association. 

We are grateful to the Minister of State, Multicultural Division. for supporting 
this issue of Canadian Children and enabling us to direct our interests to multicultural 
topics which are relevant to our C.A. Y .C. aims. The care, education, and social 
well-being of young children in Canada necessarily address multicultural issues 
which are evident in our social interactions. 

C.A. Y .C. activities and events enable us to share cultural values and traditions.
London. Ontario, is the site of our next conference and gives yet another opportu
nity for meeting and sharing. The exciting program offers a wide range of 
interest areas and is planned to provide both substances and enjoyment. So mark 
the 9. I 0, and I I of November on your 1986 calendar. The Conference Chairperson, 
Linda Shaw, together with the Conference Committee. are ready with a warm 
welcome. 

We are pleased that regional events, organized by provincial groups in coopera
tion with Provincial Directors, are providing exciting and valuable means by 
which C.A. Y .C. members can participate. If you would like to have more events 
in your area, contact your Provincial Director to discuss your interests. 

Such meetings. seminars, or small conferences have occasionally resulted in 
the formation of a report or resolution which can be acted upon by C.A. Y .C. In 
this way we can continue to achieve C.A.Y.C. goals. 
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Doreen Cleave-Hogg 
Retiring President. 
Canadian Association for 
Young Children 

Editorial 

MULTICULTURAL CHILDHOOD IN CANADA 

. , Multicultural childhood,'' in which children interact in schools and neighbourhoods 
with children of other cultural. ethnic and religious groups. and come to a degree 
of understanding of the culture and ethnicity of one another, exists 111 n�ar.y
countries of the world. But different countries approach the issues of multicultura ism 
in distinct ways (Bagley and Verma, 1983), and the Canadian approach to 
multiculturalism is both unique and refreshing in a world bes:t by ethmc tensions 
and intolerance (Bagley. I 985). Almost by default. Canada s multicultural p_ol
icy has succeeded in meeting the needs _of aspiring _ ethmc grou�s (111c!ud111g
immigrants from former British Colonies) 111 a way which a numbe1 of Emopean 
countries failed to do (Campfens, 1981 ). 

Canadian policy-makers have concentrated on the idea of "visible minorities'· 
rather than 011 the concept of "race," with which European. and particularly 
British politicians, seem obsessed (Bagley and Verma. 1983). 

Race is a difficult concept, and classical anthropology has defined five tradi
tional racial groups: caucasoid (including most people from _the Indian sub_
continent, regardless of skin colour); mongoloid; negroid: and _abong111al - _Howevei ·
these distinctions are both invidious and difficult to make 111 substantive terms. 
Groups of people (in North East Africa. and in Indonesia for example) represe�t
ancient mixtures of two or more of these group111gs. Furthermore, 111 modern 
times there has been considerable mixture of "races" through intermamage 
(Bagley. 1979). We have no direct evidence for Canada, but it appears that the� 

· · h. ct s otherrate of racial intermarriage (black-white, Asian-w 1te, an vanou _ 
combinations) is high. Children of such marriages have_ special psychological
needs and characteristics, and the currently available evidence on their adjust
ment is optimistic on this score (Bagley and Young, 1984). Nevertheless, colour 
is a factor in social interaction in Canadian schools; young children understand 
both the nature and implications of differences in colour, and may base interac
tions and evaluations upon implicit presumptions about the meanings of skin 
colour (Williams and Morland, I 976). 

Consider the following conversation, reported to us by four-year-old Abigail 
of an experience in her Calgary daycare: 

Sean and Tommy: You can't join our group 
Abigail: Why not? 
Boys: It's only for boys 
Abigail: So I can't play? 
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Boys : Yes. You can't join our group because you 're black.Abigail: ls this for real? 
Boys: Yes. 

This was one of those conversations in daycare which staff rarely overhear.The staff we asked about this incident indignantly denied that there was anyincipient racism or sexism amongst their children. "They're just children. We treat them all alike ,'' we were told by staff at this University daycare centre. Yet the general evidence clearly suggests that children learn to distinguish the salience and meaning of ethnic differences not long after they learn visual discrimination for various people and objects around them - by their third or fourth year (Young and Bagley, 1982). Young children, moreover. are verysensitive to subtle clues about how they should relate to and evaluate differentethnic groups, including their own. 1f their own ethnic group is widely devaluedby peers and the wider society then black children, for example, may internalize those negative self-conceptions into their own identity. Thus, it is cruciallyimportant for parents to impart to children a sense of pride in being Black, or Ukrainian, or French, or Jewish. 
In this sense , Canada's policy of multicultural support for different ethnicgroups can be a valuable way of enabling different groups to support parents andchildren in this crucial task of identity formation. A cultural or ethnic groupsecure and proud in an ethnic identity is a group with strengths to add to Canada's multicultural mosaic. There is, of course, national self-interest in Canada's multiculturalism: ethnic groups who are proud, independent and often self-supporting 

contribute to both economic and social development, and may also make minimal social service demands. Successive Ministers of Multiculturalism of bothmajor parties have supported the idea of separate cultural development in Canada within a Federal structure. The present minister (Murta, 1985) declared recentlythat, "Canada . . .  is never going to be a melting pot." Paradoxically, supportfor cultural retention allows individuals to interact (in schools paz�,icularly) on anequal basis, both respecting and exploring one another's culture. This is not tosay that racism in Canadian schools does not exist: there are enough examples to deny this thesis. But in comparison with, say, Britain, the average Canadianschool seems to be an oasis of tolerant interaction (Verma and Bagley, 1982). Multiculturalism in Canada does not seem to be a particularly controversialissue: herein lies the strength and success of Canadian multiculturalism. It seems to be accepted as part of the Canadian fabric; but implicit in this acceptance is the central value that immigrants become Canadian, and work together to contributeto an interesting new cultural framework which serves the mutual interests andneeds of a variety of ethnic groups. 
The term ''ethnic groups'' is probably the best one to describe different groups in society, both "minorities" and "majorities", "visible" and "invisible." Anethnic group is simply one with a particular group identity, based on some combinations of culture, language, religion and perhaps physical appearance .Membership in an ethnic group is voluntary, but it is hard to escape any classifica-
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high school to be fluently bilingual in English and French. with additional
facility in their traditional language or a third language as well. While we have painted a generally optomistic picture of multiculturalism in 
Caaada , thece ace still some accas of coacem. Some trnditiomJ gmups .s,,ch as
native peoples (Morse, 1984), and blacks in parts of Nova Scotia still suffer the
legacies of po,erty and disad,a,,tage bmught about by two centu,ies of aeglee,
and discriminiation <Beltrame, 1985). Anomalies such as these are all the more 
startling in an affluent and generally enlightened society like Canada. Yet despite these areas of major concern. the multicultural experiment in 
Canada appws tn hm pmdueed some of the most inte,·esting m,d plea.sing
outcomes of any world society. This optimistic view is given lyrical expression
by the Trinidadian novelist Samuel Selvon (currently writer in residence at the
University of Calgary). Mr. Selvon spent twenty-eight years in England. and
writes graphically about the strains and anxieties of being a black immigrant in
England In eont,·as, to this gloomy w,·iting abo,,t B,itaia. he depicts Canada i,, a
matrix of glowing colours: '-Canada ·s provinces are spread out like a chain of
islands in the Caeibbcan . . Canada 's histoey of rnltornl dimsity amkes he,
more readily able (than England) to absorb dif

f
erent groups . .. that's part of the

reason why I became Canadian." (Se/von, 1985) Many of us have chosen to become Canadian. We are proud of our new
country, its tolerance, its cultural mosaic, its pioneering history. it great potential
for growth, and its ability to become the world leader in multiculturalism.
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Annotations 

MULTICULTURAL BOOKS AND DOCUMENTS 

This review of recent books and documents of particular relevance to Canadian 

multiculturalism is not intended to be exhaustive, but should give a good under

standing of the range of research and documentation available. 

Stan Shapson and Vincent D'Oyley (editors) 

Bilingual and Multicultural Education: Canadian Perspectives 

Clevedan, UK: Multilingual Matters, 1984, 170 pp. 

It is strange and rather pleasing that an important book on Canadian multiculturalism, 

edited by two Canadian scholars, should be published by an English group. This 

English publishing house (Multilingual Matters, Bank House, 8a Hill Road, 

Clevedon, Avon 8S217HIH, England) has published some twenty monographs 

on language and multiculturalism, all of which are worth consulting by the 

serious scholar working in this area. 

The volume edited by Shapson and D'Oyley contains eleven valuable papers 

which we will briefly summarize: 

I. ''Bilingual and multicultural education in Canada," by Stan Shapson, Simon

Fraser University.

The school's response to bilingualism is introduced with specific reference

to the results of French immersion programs. The school's response to
multiculturalism focuses on the offering of different models of minority

language programs, and on the recognition of multiculturalism in the general

school curriculum. Future directions for educational policy are provided.

2. "Second language teaching programs," by Gerald Halpern, Department of

Secretary of State.

Four categories of school-based second language programs are examined:

core, extended, immersion, and submersion. Each is described in terms of

use of time and teaching strategies. The chapter concludes with a brief
review of the financial and social costs of providing and of not providing
second language progra ns.

3. ''French immersion programs," by Fred Genesee, McGill University.

A number of alternative French immersion programs are described, with

discussion focussing on early total immersion and late immersion options.

The results of extensive evaluations of the effectiveness of immersion pro

grams are summarized and discussed. It is concluded that early exposure to
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French has the best results, and does not impair other types of learning. even in children with below average general ability.
4. ""Bilingualism and cognitive functioning ," by Jim Cummins. Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. 

The many seemingly contradictory findings regarding the effects of bilingualism on cognitive and academic functioning are reviewed. It is suggestedthat the "threshold" hypothesis may help resolve theseapparent contradictions. This hypothesis proposes that the levels of proficiency that bilingual children attain in their two languages may be important intervening variables in mediating the effects of bilingualism on cognitive and academic functioning.Specifically, bilingualism may have positive effects on cognitive and academic development if a certain minimum or threshold level of bilingualproficiency is attained; and negative effects if the individual develops lowlevels of proficiency in both languages. 
5. '"The minority language child," by Jim Cummins.

It is concluded that the findings of recent research studies and evaluationsrun counter to many of the implicit assumptions of educators concerned withminority language children. Specifically, these findings suggest that intensive reading of the majority language is not necessarily the most appropriateform of educational treatment for groups of minority language children whotend to perform poorly in school. 

6. .. Implications of multiculturalism for curriculum.'· by June Wyatt, Simon Fraser University. 
The view presented in this chapter is that the main source of ethnic identityis the family and ethnic community; the school and the society at large must play a supporting role. Educators must provide minority students with opportunities to learn skills for survival in society without requiring abandonmentof their cultural background. 

7. ··A multicultural curriculum as action for social justice,'' by Bryan Connors,University of Alberta. 
Recurring difficulties most often encountered in the development of multiculturalcurricula are highlighted. A case is developed for an alternative curriculumapproach to multicultural education based on social action.

8. '·Multiculturalism and morality," by Ian Wright and Carol LaBar, University of British Columbia. 
In order to understand the moral principles basic to multiculturalism, adistinction between cultural and ethical relativism is necessary - certainknowledge , competencies, and dispositions are entailed. These include knowledge of person, society, culture , prejudice and stereotyping ; a sense ofself-worth; and the ability to distinguish between factual and value claims,to identify points of view, to formulate valid arguments and to test moral
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���
1
:Liltural strands which make upneeds a greater recogn1t1on o t 

d . (a) Aborioinal (b) Anglophone, . 1 1 f ork These stran s a1 e , e · � the mult1cu tura ramew · 
. d (e) the later visible minority of(c) Francophone , (d) the later European, an 

African/ Asian.
The Bilingual Family Newsletter, 
published by Multilingual Matters, 

d BS2 I 7HH Bank House , 8a Hill Road, Clevedan. Avon , Englan , . 
. d h times a year gathers togethe1 This useful eight-page newsletter, publishe t r

f�
e 

multilinou�l countries. The h d d policy developments 10m e researc tren s an new 
h d arents and includes an newsletter is intended for teacher_s, researc ers 

�
n 

�rents �f the best ways to advice column for parents, and pe1sonal accounts y p 
develop and maintain bilingualism. 
Keith A. McLeod (Editor) 
Multicultural Early Childhood Education 
Toronto: Guidance Centre of the University of Toronto, 1984. 155 pp. 

. . This attractively produced book 1s the on Y vo u 
. 1 1 me we can locate spec1f1cally 

devoted to multicultural education of young children· 
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The key articles are:
.. Living and lea · · . rnmg Ill a mult1cultura) societ " b K . crucial to children that their so 

. 
1· 

. y, y e1th A. McLeod ... It is. - cia izat1on and educatio . fl h s1ty found in Canadian society Ch ·1d. n ie ect t e cultural diver-·i · · 1 1en that (Jrow u d m1 ieu where ethnic identific t· . e p an are educated in aa ion is respected accepted d l 
greater opportunities to interact pos·t· l . h' . . an va ued. will have.. . 1 ive Y Wit other children" (p. 5). Mult1cuJturaJ education in earl childh . Karen R. Mock, y ood. a developmental rationale .. , by.. .. . for a child fr

om a cultural background d.f a . .. curriculum content which b ·1d 
�. I fe1ent from the teacher's·1 · 

Lil s on his or her ex · • eas1 y mcorporated into the e . t· . . penences will be morexis mg co0nit1ve struct · d and understood ... because early . "' . u1e an more readily learnedchildren are exposed to variou 
ex

th
penences influence later development, if younoh·1 h s e nic oroups and mult' lt l "' c I d ood as an integral part of their �o ra icu ura material in early that mult1culturalism is an integral .f f

g
J.,..°�' they will learn, at an early age .. . pa1 o 1,e '(pp. 12-JJ). � 'Mu!t1cultural learning activities " by S 11 WJ . Elmy. Barbara Price, and Hildy Stoliery. 
a y lite, Bonnie Bythell. EileenThis 112-page chapte . . . . r contains a variety of p t' l . activities with young children b d rac ica guides to mul ticulturalU f. 

, ase on the practical e · se uJ annotated bibliograph. . d xpenences of the authors .. ·M " . ies a1e a ded to three sect' U . . e ; Unit two is about "Me a d M F . ions. nit one is aboutMy School and M c . 
n Y amlly"; and Unit three concerns "M · Y ommunity." , e,.. Stories and storytell i lk 1 Robert W. Barton. mg o ta e: a universe within," by David W. Booth andThe authors discuss the telling of folktale . . understanding and sharing So f'f f.

s as a means of mcreasmg multicultural· me I ty- 1ve books co t · · " around the world are annotated. n ainrng ,o J k-tales from.. Parenting and teaching h. Lowe. young c lldren for a multicultural society." by Keith .. An example of cross-cul tural conflict betwe found in the young child's d l 
en parents and teachers may be 

eve opment of independ seems to be a prominent goal set b k. d ence or autonomy. This. . . . y in ergarten teachers in Canada" ( 14 7) lmpl1cat1ons for early childhood e . . . p . Hannah Polowy. ducat1on m a multicultural society," by''The effects of diverse cultural child-. . early childhood education are t 1eanng patterns upon the practice ofpossibility. The problem arises :o a pr�blem but rather a unique, enrichingCanadian children based upon soun�ro;���ng _good _quality programs for all ourof the reality of our composite herit 
p 

Thog1caJ p1act1ce and the understandingearly childhood education prooram 
a

f
e

. 11 
e focus upon a good quality Canadianrelationships that are caring a 

"' . or a children must be based upon human, cceptrng, understanding, and encouraging .... A 
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multicultural program for preschool children ought to move children to an appreciation of the human bonds of sympathy, understanding. and caring so that wecan build a vision of a multicultural society in which these bonds can be areality" (p. 155). 
Canadi,m Parents for French National Newsletter Published several times a yearby Canadian parents for French. 309 Cooper Street, Suite 4008. Ottawa. Ontario K2P OG5. 
Canadian parents for French (CPF) is an active group of anglophone parents with
children in French-language programs across Canada. - Canadian Parents forFrench issues a number of pamphlets and guides on teaching and learning French,and maintains active chapters in all provinces. The most recent national conference of Canadian Parents for French was in Whitehorse. with good attendancefrom the whole of Canada. 
Multiculturalism, journal of the Canadian Council for Multicultural and lntercultural Education. 371 Bloor Street West. Toronto, Ontario M5S 2R7. This journal. published three times a year. is Canada's only national journalentirely devoted to muiticultural issues. The journal focuses on all age groups.but each issue usually contains valuable articles on children. For example, volume 8. no. 2. 1985 contains a very useful article by Richard Butt on '·TheMulticultural Education Materials Animation Project'· in which seven teams ofresearchers across Canada are assembling multicultural classroom materials.

Developing Partnerships: Repo11 on the second national conference on multiculturaland intercu/tura/ education. Published by the Canadian Council for MulticulturalEducation. Toronto, 1985. 39 pp. This document is a report of a conference held in November. 1984. in Toronto.bringing together 850 educators, community workers. academics, librarians andothers working in multicultural fields in Canada, Europe and the United States.Presentations are listed by title and by address of presenter. Some keynoteaddresses are also included. For the observer familiar with British conferences onmulticultural education. this Canadian conference was marked by earnestpurposefulness, a large degree of agreement on basic issues and how to tacklethem, and a general lack of conflict. In contrast, a similar British meeting in1984 would be likely to be marked by prolonged and bitter debate aboutfundamentals, debate often falling along ethnic lines, and radical attacks on theestablished policy and educational systems. There are various ways of interpreting these differences: it could be that realdebate on fundamental issues in Canada is suppressed under the gloss ofmulticulturalism; or differences could reflect marked differences in the way inwhich ethnic minorities are treated in Britain. Certainly, black people complainm Britain of profound discrimination while Canada seems closer to a model in':"'hich the aspirations of a variety of imn�igrant groups within a tolerant. multiculturalframework are respected and encouraged. 
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Multiculturalizina· A series f Multiculturalis,ncC·anad O 
o resource gllldes for educators. Published by a, ttawa. 

This series is available without cost to te h is on '·Play, physical education and rea:
c. er;,and others. Volume I. number I

materials and photographs h. h ·11 
t1on and lists multicultural resource w ic wi enable teache · t · · · sports and games with a multicultural the 

is o initiate cooperative me. 
Lilian Katz · CL11·�e t ,,... · . . ', n i op1cs m Early Childh d N.J.: Abiex Publishing, 1982. 

oo . Volumes I to V. Norwood. 
Th_is five volume series is a valuable source for all of tho. . 
children. Three papers are of . . I . . . se who work with youno specia rnte1est for mult,culturalism 

0 

.. A cross-cultural analysis of the child ca . ,, 
Volume I. 7 J- I 05. 

re syStem, by Saranne Boocock, in
. T_he author concludes that child care s stem . . 
family functionina including cl ) . . y s (particularly care which supports. "" � aycare is madequate in 11 f l . rncluding the U s A I . 1 S 

a O t 1e countries surveyed � . . . , s1 ae . weden and a number f th cl The American and Canadian ch.Id 
O O er a vanced societies. 

· h 
1 care systems are especial! " · Wit a substantial gap betwee th d . · Y, out ot balance,

willingness of the child . 
n e nee s of children and the ability or the � ca1e system to meet these needs.,, 

. 'The development of bilinaual and bicult . 
by Muriel Saville-Troike . v"' I 

ural competence Ill young children ",Ill o umeIV, 1-16. 
In this review, the author concludes that re. . . . . competence is generally unsatisfacto. d /

ea1ch on bil111gual and b1cultural
complex factors which influence chil?de�:lo 

alls to take account of the many
that ethnographic methods should be utilized 

pment rn such settmgs. She argues 
t1ons of the dynamics of various Ian uaa 

Ill qual1tat1ve and 111-depth descrip
conditions, as a necessary com I 

g "'e development s1tuat1ons under different 
· 

P ement (a prerequisite · t1ve or statistical studi·es "B f h 
Ill many cases) to quantita-. ecause o t e pa ·t f d and the inadequacies of mu h . uc, y o ata collected in the past c previous data collection i 

. generation of research questions which have . . 
?r answenng the new 

purposes, remains in its infancy R h 
ansen. the held to all intents and. . esearc on a variety of I ,s urgently needed to contribute to our still v . . . 

anguages and settings
complex field.,, 

e1 y  limited state of knowledge in this
.. Development of children, s racial . . 

Phyllis Katz, in Volume IV, 17-54. 
awaieness and rntergroup attitudes,,, by

This chapter represents a clearly writte b overview of children's racial a 
n, ut_ nevertheless highly technical,

indicates that by three or fou. 
warenes

; 
and attitudes. The evidence reviewed

responses to skin colour and ot�;
ears_ o

l 
age, many children make differential . I . r rac1a cues The develo f is a so rnfrequently related to the t bl. h 

. pment o such attitudes 
h.ld es a is ment of a child' lf .d c I must necessarily learn about 11· h 

s se -1 entity. The 
belong to, as part of the self d. w ic groups he or she does and does not- iscovery process. At the same time, positive and

7 

neoative feelings come to be associated with various groups. Virtually all first
er:de children will have absorbed a salient set of attitudes to ethnic characteristics,
including attitudes towards his or her own ethnicity. 

Ronald Samuda, John Berry and Michel Laferriere (Editors). Multiculturalism in

Canada: Social and educational perspectives. Toronto: Allyn and Bacon, 1984. 

This 446 page volume contains thirty-one chapters by different Canadian experts 
on all aspects of Canadian childhood and multiculturalism. The chapters are 

organized in five sections: Policies of Multiculturalism; Attitudes to Multiculturalism; 
Language in a Multicultural Society; Adaptation to a Multicultural Society; and 
Assessment and Counselling in a Multicultural Society . 

While this excellent textbook can be warmly recommended, the reader should 
be advised that it contains rather little information, data or study which is relevant 
to those concerned with the multicultural education of :young children - none of 
the chapters is devoted to education in the pre-school and elementary school 
years. This bias reflects a general lack of research in this area in Canada. 

Daniel Wagner and Harold Stevenson (Editors). Cultural Perspectives on Child

Development. San Francisco: Freeman, 1982. 
The twelve chapters in this valuable and interesting book provide illustrations of 
the growing new field of cross-cultural psychology, a discipline which has great 
potential in providing the psychological basis for multicultural policy. 

The volume contains chapters on the development of affect in infancy and 
early childhood in five contrasted cultures; cross-cultural assessment of neonatal 
behaviour; culture and the language of socialization; children's picture percep
tion in different cultures; nutrition and preschool development; cross-cultural 
issues in piagetian research; cognitive aspects of cognitive development and of 
personality; and comparative aspects of moral development in young children. 
Of particular interest for Canadian readers will be Raphael Nyiti 's chapter reporting 
a comparison of piagetian cognitive development in two contrasted groups of 
ten-year-olds: white, English-speaking children, and Micmac Indian children. 
Both groups lived on Cape Breton Island. Nyiti found that, "both the European 
and Indian children develop along similar lines. Both groups gave similar types 
of responses and explanations, whether it was for nonconservation, transitional, 
or conservation stages . . However, one fundamental difference between the 

European and Indian children appeared when the examiner was European and the 

language English. Compared to the European children, most Indian children 
gave very short verbal explanations or made incomplete statements that quite 

often kept the examiner guessing and waiting . . . . '' 

R. Diaz-Guerro (Editor) Cross-Cultural and National Studies in Social Psychology.
Volume 2. Amsterdam and New York: North-Holland Publishing, 1985. 

. This volume contains thirty-three papers presented at the twenty-third Interna
tional Congress of Psychology held in Mexico in 1984. 














































































































































































